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Governors vote

Restructuring denied

by Dave Scannell
Commons presidents will not serve
on the Stu-A Executive Board next
year, according to a vote taken by the
Board of Governors last Wednesday.
The proposal , which was strongly advocated by Stu-A President Tom
Claytor, would have allowed commons
presidents to join the Stu-A president ,
vice-president, social chairman , financial chairman , and cultural chairman
on the Executive Board.
The proposal did not receive the
necessary 2/3 margin it needed to pass.
"It was my hope that the Board (of
Governors) would meet less often.
That would take some of the load off
the governors," said Claytor who suggested that an enlarged Executive
Board would be able to "handle the
business details. "
Claytor likened the proposal to the
system currently existing with the deans
and the Board of Trustees. "The deans
meet every week and they take care of
details. The trustees look at the big picture ," he said.
"I also thought the proposal was

beneficial for communication purposes...(With this proposal) everyone
knows what the other is doing. "
Claytor also mentioned that he
believed a "system of checks and
balances" would have resulted if the
proposal had passed.
According to Claytor , the treasurer
is "just concerned with numbers." The
social chair is concerned with "homecoming, Spring Carnival , and Winter
Carnival. " The cultural chair is concerned with "getting G. Gordon Liddy."
Because of their specific areas of
concern , ' 'this leaves the president to
set the agenda for the Board of
Governors.
"If there were commons presidents
on the Board , there would be addditional "checks" on the Stu-A president 's power, claimed Claytor.
When asked about the reasoning of
those who opposed the proposal ,
Claytor said that the proposal' s critics
were afraid that it "would cut down
on (the Stu-A) president's freedom and
burden hirn more. "

He also said that some "believed
that the Executive Board members
were elected to represent all campus,
while commons presidents were elected
for their commons. "
The Board of Governors , in the
wake of pressure from Stu-A films,
also decided at its Wednesday meeting
to restrict the usage of Video cassette
recorders (VCR's) in the dorms.
According to representatives of StuA films, use of VCR's in the dorms
was pushing the film club toward
bankruptcy.
Claytor said that Stu-A films agreed
to put up a suggestion board , survey
students ' film tastes advertise more extensively, and pick "better " movies.
In turn , the Board of Governors
agreed that no film which will be
shown during a semester by Stu-A
films will be shown by governors in
their dorms until Stu-A films has
shown it.
A list of Stu-A films will be available
to all .governors.
GOVERNORS
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Commons presidents elected
ACADEMIC WEATHER ¦The warm'weather and sunshine of the
past week has tempted professors to take classes out of doors.
"With the beautiful weather it seemed to be the right thing to do,"
said Prof. Donald McCarty who took his administrative science
seminar on to the Mudd balcony.

by Dave Scannell
Kathleen Hooper and Dan Webster
will serve as president of Chaplin and
Johnson Commons, respectively, next
year, according to elections held
Monday.
The presidencies of Mary Low and
Lovej oy Commons were still up in the
air at press time as run off elections
were held in the two commons

Colby 's student center
to be completed in fall
"Even if we have to have plywood
corridors , the post office [in the student center] will be open " to accommodate students arriving at the end of
August , according to Stan Palmer ,
assoicate vice president for facilities
and planning.

Pa l mer , who particiapated in a day
long meeting yesterday regarding the
new buildings progress , said the remainder of the facility will be "essentially done in October. "
He stressed , however , that it probably won 't be until the "end of May "
before he can "be more definite "
about the exact date in October.
"With 31 days in October , that
leaves us a lot of time ," he said.

<<

In addition to completing the post
office quickly, Palmer said that it's important to get the pub done as soon as
possible.
He indicated that the pub's construction is "going in the right direction. "

When asked if he foresaw any possible scenario that would push back the
completion to a later date, Palmer said
that "probably only a strike " would
do that.
He explained that 37. working days
were lost during the winter. Palmer
said that the cold weather prevented
the transportation of concrete because
it would "freeze 'in the truck s. "
Contractural provisions which prohibit workers from walking on wet
steel also hampered construction progress. "You just can 't hnve workers or

One more time

The Ech o will publish one more issue before the year ' is
complete . The deadline for end-of-the-year letters and
personals is Monday at noon.

wet steel ," he said.
The frozen ground also slowed construction , according to Palmer.
When asked if the construction costs
were on target with the $3.5 million
allocated for the build ing, he said ,
"It 's right where it should be, but
we've got to watch expenditures. "
Palmer , however, said he was happy with the progress made thus far.
"They started the bricklaying this
week . They 'll begin shingling next. We
h aven 't got the house built , but we've
got (he frame up, " Palmer concluded.

Wednesday because no candidate
received a majority of Monday 's vote.
Mike Ashley, who polled 71 votes in
the Mary Low race Monday was
favored over Julie Tarara , who received 54 votes. Rounding out the list of
presidential candidates in Mary Low
were Stephen Tompkins who got 51
votes, and Harold Rider, who received 30 votes.
In Lovejoy, Nicole Adams faced
Mark Viden in yesterday 's run off.
Lovejoy 's Monday results had Adams
on top with 80 votes, followed by
Viden with 48, Rick Jones with 47 , and
Ed Tucker with 42.
Webster was elected president of
Johnson Common Monday with 75
percent of the vote. He defeated Ron
Caporale, who received 25 percent of
the vote.
In Chaplin Common Monday,
Kathleen Hooper garnered 64.1 percent
of the vote to defeat Chris Marek' s
22.8 percent and Catherine Cohen 's 9.7
percent.
Class officers were also elected Monday. Tim Kastrinelis was re-elected
president of the class of 1986 with 80
votes. He defeated Heather Reay , who
polled 44 votes, and Scott Briody, who
got 35.
Tom Hubbard , with 139 votes, was

elected junior class president , defeating
Tim Bonang, who received 117 votes.
Toby Bell defeated Patricia Huffey
to become president of the class of '88.
He received 175 votes . Huffey polled
73 votes.
Hamilton Bower was elected vicepresident of The Class of 1986. Jeff
D'Agostine was elected treasurer.
Leslie Greenslet was elected class agent.
Results of the senior class secretary
race were also not available at press
time.
The secretary 's race was not decided Monday because the candidate ' slate
was accidentia omitted from the ballot.
Peter Murphy was elected vicepresident of The Class of '87 . Scott
Bates was elected treasurer and Kim
Ryan was elected secretary. All were
unopposed,
Rounding out the list of officers for
the Class of 1988 are Hope Warden ,
vice-president; John Haynes, treasurer;
and Meredith Magic, secretary.
Students approved a referendum by
a vote of 419 to 172, which will allow
the Student Association to set election
dates.
A second referendum question - one
which would have allowed the Stu-A
president to call meetings of the Board
of Governors at his discretion , but at
least once a month , was defeated by a
vote of 325 to 285.

MacNeil , Lehrer and
Inside:
others to be honor ed
Congrcsswoman Olympia Snowe ,
television newscasters Robin MacNeil
and Jim Lehrer , and Ansel Grindall,
the assistant director of the department
of physical plant , will be among those
awarded Colby honorary degrees during commencement ceremonies May
26.

doctorate by the college.
MacNeil and Lehrer , the award winning anchors of PBS's ' 'MacNcil/Lehrer Ncwshour " will also be given Colby doctorates.
m Grindall , the longtime ' assistant
director of the physical plant , will beawarded an honorary bachelor's degree
in recognition of his years of' service
to the college community.

Snowe , a Republican who is currently serving her third term in the House
of Representatives , represents the peoSpecial dinners honoring the degree
pl e of Maine 's second congressional
recipients will be held during comdistrict. She will be given an honorary , _ ,iT}ef.cement \ye,elf . ', • , • , . '„ ,., ,. . . , .
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Bernard pre p are s Stu-A budget

Off the Hill
Faculty deb ates courses
The debate over academic planning among the Wesleyan faculty is no longer
over whether or not to reins titute general educational requirements—a proposal
which has received virtually no faculty support—but over who should decide
what additional general educational courses should be.
At the last faculty meeting, the faculty voted-tentatively to support a Faculty
Planning Committee (FPC) proposition that there be no required general education courses. "I -was delighted that the faculty opposed required general education courses for students ," said Henry Avelove, associate professor of history.
The FPC propositions amounted substantially to a rejection of the proposal for
a Program on General Studies contained within the planning report.
Among the proposals put forward by the FPC at the meeting is for a committee, or several- committees, to be set up to formulate proposed changes in
general education.
The Wesleyan^,Argus

by Paul McDonough
While many students' thoughts on
next year amount to no more than
choosing courses, Stu-A finance chairman Rick Bernard has a much bigger
responsibility. With the help of a committee , he will have to formulate the
Student Association budget for next
year.
According to Bernard , next year 's
budget will be about $146 ,000 ,
allocated to different activities and
clubs at Colby. Originally only
$133 ,000, extra money was added , in
order for Social and Cultura l Life to
get money directly from Stu-A rather
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is a poet and an accomplished journalist. Swift has worked for the Hartford courant as a feature writer , and
was the sole person responsible for the
publishing of the Avon News, for
which he wrote, reported , and did
photography .
Swift plans to bicycle from July to
October, the routes Wordsworth walked 200 years ago through Wales,
Scotland , England , France, and
Switzerland. He then plans to return
to London until February, using the
time to write and develop photographs.
Swift will then make his own journey
up the Mediterranean coast between
Israel , Cyprus , Greece , and
Yugoslavia , then rejoining 'a Word-

sworth tour in Germany. As a culmination of the year, he will assemble a
book of poems, photographs, and
essays documenting his trip arid his
growth as a writer.
A national competition , the Watson
Fellowship program grants stipends to
graduating seniors from 50 private colleges and universities throughout the
United States. Fellows are elected .for
their commitment to a particular field
and for their leadership potential.
Since joining the program in 1970,
Colby has had 28 recipients, an average
of two per year. The college's liaison
officer for the foundation is Prof.
James Mclntyre, director of career
services.

Dean McArthur to
appear on Newshour
Colby Dean of admissions and
financial aid Robert McArthur will be
on the Friday, May 3 MacNeil-Lehrer
Newshour of PBS televisions in a news
segment on the pros and cons of the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests, and to explain why Colby decided still to require
the SATs as part of the admissions process. The alternate date for the segment
is Monday, May 6.
A film crew from Newshour visited
the campus on April 26 to interview
McArthur and to film campus scenes.

Earlier in the day the Newshouf had
talked to the admissions people at
Bates, which recently decided to make
SATs voluntary.
The issue is especially topical
because of a book by David Owen,
"None of the Above ," which
challenges the reliability and validity of
the tests, and because the next date for
taking the SATS is May 4.
MacNeil-Lehrer Newshour is seen in
Maine on Channel 10 (WCBB) and 12
(MPBN) at 7 p.m.
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budgets. It will be each committee
member 's-task , Bernard says, to try to
determine what cuts and changes can
be made.
This .is especially important , Bernard
notes, because the various proposals
have mostly been inflationary. After
the overall budget has been made and
revised, it will be submitted to the
Board of Governors on May 8th for its
approval.
Bernard anticipates no unusual problems for next year. His main concern ,
he maintains , will, be to make sure
funds go to those clubs who best serve
the entire student body.

Claytor , Swif t cap ture Watson

Living and working with bush pilots
in Brazil , Kenya, Nepal and New
Zealand, and retracing the routes poet
William Wordsworth walked in his
The South African Action Group (SAAG) of Wesleyan University recently European travels are in the respective
held a large silent demonstration to protest the school's investments in South futures for Colby seniors Thomas A.
Claytor (Radnor , Penn.), and Michael
Africa .
The protestors called for the university to adopt the Bishop Tutu Principles, M. Swift (West- Hartford , Conn.).
which call for divestment from South Africa in two year 's time if no significant Each has won a $10,000 Thomas J.
Watson Fellowship for postgraduate
positive change has occured in the racist policy of'apartheid.
Student Tim Burke, a member of the Social Implications Subcommittee (SISC), study and travel abroad.
Claytor , a physics major and licenssaid that he did not think the Board of Trustees would adopt a time limit at
ed
commercial pilot, has been active
their meeting. He did , however, think that the Board would be "prepared to'
both
on and off campus during his
become more and more aggressive on a case-by-case basis."
years
at Colby. Student Associafour
The Wesleyan Argus
tion president, student representative
to the Colby board of trustees, and
head resident of The Heights dormitory, Claytor has been flying since
he was 14 years old. He has piloted
people to northern Maine and Canada,
In last week's coverage of candidates for commons presidents , Rick Jones, and has "bushed'' through mountains
who was running for pres ident of Lovejoy Commons , was mistakenly called and countryside in every kind of
Rick Franks. Human error was responsible for the mistake and the Echo weather. He plans to use his Fellowship
apologizes for the difficulties it may have caused for his campaign.
to live and work with bush pilots in
In last week's editorial about the success of Spring Carnival weekend, we men- countries where they are still active. He
tioned the carnival committee members but failed to mention the huge efforts will investigate who the bush pilots are,
of Cory Humphreys. This was inadverten t and the Echo apologizes to Cory and what they do, and how they react to
does indeed recognize that without her help Spring Carnival could not have been the cultural influences and environments of their respective counthe success that it was.
tri es. He also will gather information
on current aeronautical operations for
the International Civil Aviation
Organization; and will write about his
experiences and findings.
Swift , an English major and editor
of Colby's literary magazine, The Pequod , is an avid bicyclist , having
toured through Turkey, Greece and
Italy alone in the spring of 1983. lie

j jj Al (ton

than from individual commons.
The reason for this change, proposed by Bruce Hickey, is to ensure
Cultural Life has money earlier , in
order to attract big-name performers
and speakers , Bernard said.
The finance committee will consist
of representative from each commons,
one off-campus representative, three
governors , and a student from last
year 's committee.
" According to Bernard , he has received budget proposals from all of the
various clubs and activities. Each committee member will have to investigate
his share of the individual club
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Admissions staff busy during entire year
by Lisa Rathke
You were probably wondering what
the admissions staff does when they are
not reviewing applications. Well, the y
do a lot more than just look over high
school transcripts and read numerous
essays about unusual experiences.
Also, you will probably be surprised
to know that the staff is busy all year
around.
The working year becomes a cyclical
process for the admissions staff. By
May 1st , the staff has practically
finished choosing the eligible students
for the freshman class. . During this
time the admissions office is also concerned with the high-school junio r s
who are interested in Colby. As a

result, part of . the admissions staff
travels to high schools nationwide to
inform interested students about
Colby.
Even while most of us are away from
Colby during the summer, part of the
admissions staff remains busy .in
Eustis: Partly due to the attractiveness
of Maine - in the summer, Colby gives
most of its interviews during this time.
Usually eleven interviewers work at
Colby during the summer.
By early Fall only two staff members
work in Eustis. The others travel to
high schools around the country for a
period of 4-6 weeks. By midNovember , the staff begins reviewing
applications for Early Decision can-

didates. The bulk of the work begins
in late Fall and slows down near the
end of May. According to -Allie Love,
Director of Admissions, the work is
"hot and heavy, " up until the last
week. The Open House week follows
in late-April. During this time there
may be some wait-list activity and the
class is usually finished by mid-May or
early June.
As Colby students , you probably
wondered what the most important
part of your application was and on
what basis Colby accepted you. The
Admissions reader first looks at your
high-school transcript , paying close attention to your course load, the
reviewer wants to be sure that the stu-

Mannocchi:seeks social awareness
by Daryl Angney
In an effort to promote and create
social change and awareness, English
Professor Phyllis Mannocchi started
having her American Studies , "The
Female Experience in America , " class
work on and create group projects.
Mannocchi began group projects seven
years ago. "They are right in line with
the traditional workings of the
women 's movement. They allow people te understand the concept of group
unity when attempting to create
change, rather than on an individual
basis," said Mannocchi.
In the past the results of these projects have stemmed from establishing
the rape crisis center in Waterville , interviews and slide presentations on the
acceptance of gay rights at Colby,
video shows and various other forms
of presenting a specifi c topic. One of
the most successful projects ended by
organizing a march to protest security
whom they felt were not doing a good
j ob.
As the end of the semester draws to
a close, those involved in group projects are busy tying loose ends together
and gathering thoughts on what was
learned and accomplished over the
Founded in 1877, the- Echo is
published weekly except during vacation and exam period by the students
of Colby College.
AU correspondence should be addressed to the Editor, Colby ECHO,
Colby College, Water ville, ME
04901. Subscriptions are available at
$12 per school year.
POSTMASTER: Send- add ress
changes to The Colby Echo, Colby
College, Waterville , ME 04901.

semester.
This year 's projects range from a
study of minority recruitment at Colby, to an analysis of how women are
perceived in advertising. One group of
six students set out to form a shelter
for the homeless in the Waterville area
and got a real taste of the bureaucratic
run around. Students Carol Eisenberg ,
Dave Simpson , Jill Paradis , Daryl
Angney, Meghan Casey, and Laurie
Herlihy met with city officials and
discovered that a home for the
homeless was needed, the problem was
in securing a building for the shelter.
Mayor Hill and the members of the
Council of Churches of Waterville said
there would be support for such a proj ect , but were unable to aid the group
in obtaining a facility.
Despite not actually establishing a
shelter the group was able to see first
hand how hard it is to stimulate and
create social change.
Another group led by Donna Boyler
is doing an analysis on the group called H.O.M.E. (Housewives Organized
for More Employment). Having
travelled to HOME earlier in the
semester to help chop wood and

Continued fro m page 1
Additionally, all films shown by
governors in dorms will be recorded on
a list , according to the proposal that
was passed. The list will give Stu-A
Films "a better feeling for what 's being shown on campus," said Claytor.
"If people are found showing
movies that are being shown by Stu-A
films," said Claytor , "they aren 't going to be allowed to use the VCR. "
The proposal also mandates that
governors not show movies on Thursday and Friday nights.
Claytor said that it was recommended to Dean Joyce McPhetres-Maisel
that "dorm staff be discouraged from
running movies on Thursday and Fri-
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usual and easier cases, the folder is
read twice by different staff members.
When- a dispute arises the folder may
be reviewed at least eleven times. One
of the admissions people may feel
strongly about admitting someone for
specific reasons, but in the end the student must be rejected . The Director of
Admissions claims that making this
type of decision is the toughest part of
th e job.
.
Although there is a Dean of Admissions , Bob McArthur , and Director of
Admissions, Allie Love, and many
other titles oh the staff , basically all of
the work is the same. They all inte rview, read applications and travel. Furthermore, each of the staff members
have their own special programs which
he/ she is in charg e of.
This year Colby accepted a great
number of Early Decision applicants
and only have 310 slots left to fill. In
the last three years, the number of applicants has increased by 24 percent
and . is still increasing. Also, the
geographical distribution is greater
with applicants from 49 states and
many foreign countries. According to
Love, "We are only missing North
Dakota. If you know anyone from
North Dakota , tell them to apply ."

day nights. "
He added that "Stu-A films provides
a quality service. We wouldn 't want to
see it go under. "
He also mentioned that "they're
given very little money, yet they
generate enough money on their own
to cover their budget."
Claytor said that the proposal to
reform Stu-J "went through with no
problem. "
He did mention, however, that two
amendments were added to the proposal. As amended , it would allow JBoard to place students on disciplinary
probation and/or give them fines not
exceeding $200 for using VCR's

without the approval of the Dean of
Students.
Claytor said that the deans are
awaiting a consultation with President
William Cotter, who is currently in
Japan, before voicing an opinion on
the proposal.
The Board also voted to approve the
sexual harassment policy which was
presented before the board by the Advisory Committee on Faculty Personnel Policy.
The harassment proposal, which will
now go before the faculty at its May
meeting, establishes a committee which
will hear the cases of those accused of
sexual harassment.

Governors
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shingle houses, Boyler decided to go
back and learn more about the
organization and to help out some
more.
Wh ether o r no t the gr o u ps fa il or
succeed in obtaining results , the major emphasis is on the learning experience. "It opens their eyes to these
issues at hand and helps them to see
a larger picture ," said Mannocchi.

dent selected a tough and consistent
course load and worked hard
throughout high-school. They do look
at the test scores, but they are not as
significant as the transcripts. In some
cases, the scores may be an indicator ,
but normally, they do not change the
student 's eligibility much: Next they
review the recommendations and then
the essay. The essay may be a way for
the staff to know the student 's attitude
towards Colby. If a student has good
grades, high scores, and a poor essay,
it is clear that he/she is not serious
about Colby.
The staff also pays close attention
to the person 's ability to contribute to
the college. Each of the reviewers
favors certain types of candidates.
Some admire musicians , while others
see advantages in accepting a person
who may contribute to the campus
theater. "I like the unusual people, the
real individuals ," says Love. This is
where a dispute may arise. At times
they plan to accept too many applicants and they must somehow cut
down.
In such cases, the application is
reviewed carefully in a full staff
meeting. If not resolved by the meeting
then a faculty committee reviews the
person 's qualifications. In the more
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Grindall to retire
early in September

HR/RA LIST AND ASSIGNME NTS
Nick Ophuls HR.
Cheryl Lindenberg
Harriet Haake

growth at Colby. When he was hired
in 1946, only 350 studen ts attended the
college, and Mary Low and Coburn
were the only dorms in use. Runnals
Union and Lorimer Chapel had been
completed and were open , but Miller
Library and Roberts Union were still
under construction.
"There have been additions in people, both employees and enrollment ,
and in buildings. It has gradually
grown. Nothing has been drastic, so
our workload has increased gradually.
There's been no-real big change—just
more," commented Grindall.

by Susan Jacobson
Certainly there are few people or
campus who can truthfully say they
have served the Colby community for
almost 40 years. Ansel Grindall , Colby 's Assistant Director of Physical
Plant , is one such person. Grindall
began working here in April of 1946
after having been with the navy.
Grindall presently controls the
grounds and custodians here and has
six supervisors to help him with his job.
He approves all scheduling done by the
supervisors for the approximately 90
people employed in the department. In
addition , Grindall maintains budgetary
control of the physical plant 's budget.
He performs these duties under the
direction of Alan Lewis, Physical Plant
Director.
When Grindall first came to Colby,
his responsibilities were much different. As the college has changed, so
has GrindalFs position. He began his
work at Colby as a bus driver during
the school year going between the college's two campuses, one in town and
this one on Mayflower Hill. In the
summer , Grindall worked on
maintenance with the grounds crew.
Within two or three years, he was promoted to grounds crew foreman. A
position as general foreman for all the
workers followed , before he became
assistant superintendant and supervisor
of physical plant. For the past 14 years,
he has been the general overseer for the
department.
Throughout his 39 year term , Grindall has witnessed much interesting

You can find a wealth of
information from the Federal Government
at Depository Libraries. Contact your
local library.
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Federal Depository
'library Program

Office of live Public Primer. Washington. DC 20401
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Kate Jones HR
Mlu Kwini

Sturtevant

Helene Landers HR
Tim Bonang

Treworgy

Karl Ruping HR
Laura Whitney
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Scott Hunter HR
Lila Hopson
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Chris Powell HR
Mary Federle
Ned Scheetz

Mary Low
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East

Todd Molloy HR
Lindsay Carver
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Jill Myerow HR
Jim Kaufman
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Johnson

Rich Deering HR
Melissa Ruff (Quiet)
Laurie Meehan
Herrick Wales
Rich Calichman
Beth Schwartz

Woodman

by Daryl Angney
If you want to meet 38 aggressive
people with particular ideas about how
Colby should and should not be run ,
go to a Board of Governors meeting.
In one of these meetings the opinions
of the role and effectiveness of the
members on the Board are many and
varied. Future Stu-A president Mike
Heel says that the role of a member of

3

Judy Swift HR
. Scott Perry

the Board of Governors is to "represent the views of the commons , cither
based on the assumption that this is
what the members feel , or to ignore
one 's own personal opinion and interact and listen to people. " Heel feels
that listening is actually one of the best
ways for gathering student opinion.
Senior Sarah Drury, a residence hall
governor , feels that as a governor she
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Govern ors ' responsibiliti es varied

Buy 1 regular pepper oni p izz a
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Linda Kindblom HR
Greg Lawless
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Rachael Branzdel HR
Bob Kenney
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Steve Runge
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Holly Harris HR
John Haberstock
Sue Maxwell
Peter Ackerman
Dede Boothby
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Lee Scammon HR
Joe Delucia HR
Dean Schwartz
Henrietta Telle
Matt Reilly
Sherry Kokinos
Leslie Migliaccio
Karen True
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Mike Hill HR
Jen Rubin
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Averill

Doug Scalise HR
Gretchen Wesier ¦
Lauren Frazza
Tina Babarovic
Eric Brown

As the equipment and facilities,
especially the heating system, have
become modernized , more custodians
and tradespeople have become
necessary. "There is so much more
square footage now so it takes more
people to do the j ob," Grindall said.
This, however, is Grindall's final
semester on campus. He will finish out
this year before going on leave on
September 15. His retirement officially starts January 1, 1986.
Grindall , who resides with his wife
in Winslow , is also the fire chief for
that town. He will continue to maintain that position after his retirement
from Colby. Otherwise, Grindall plans
a retirement of fun and relaxation.
He added , "I've enjoyed working at
Colby College. After knowing what I
know now, if I could go back , I'd do
it all again. I wouldn 't change a thing.
I've made a lot of friends here. I really enjoy the people and the students. "
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plays a grea ter role on the commons
levels than at the higher Board of
Governors, To gain input for major
issues such as room draw , hall
meetings were held , but for smaller
issues Drury felt that governors should
rely on their own opinion. When questioned about areas she felt could use
improvement Drury felt tha t, "halls
should become more involved and that
students should be made aware of what
goes on at a meeting: interest in issues
basically depends on student motivation. "
Other governors felt that there arc
two major aspects tb the role of a
governor. The first being the social
aspect , which includes trying to coordinate scheduling In an attempt Jo
satisfy all students interests; the second
aspect deals with the administration.
Because of the newness of the commons system, many governors feel that
they have been successful in working
as a team with the administration , and
that they have' been given more
freedom than various other forms of
student government,
Communication with fellow students
seems to be one of the major concerns
of present governors, Not only Is getting back to constituents and receiving
adv ice important , bul k is necessary for
the governor to know what sort of
commitmen t he/she Is making before
they decide to run for office , as t he jo b
entails more than just , some t hin g t o
wri te on one's transcript.

Club sponsors
6 extravag anza '

Campus Calendar
Thursday, May 2
4 p.m.
Poetry reading with Peter Harris, associate profess or of English-at Colby—Robinson
Room , Miller Library
4:30 p.m.
Colloquium—Scholarship on Women: "Women Composers in Europe " with Adel
Heinrich , associate professor of Music at Colby—Smith and Robins Room
4:30. p.m.
Open Mathematics Seminar: "Formal Languages with Self-Referential Capability " with
Raymond Smullyan, professor of Mathematics at Indiana University , author , and
magician—Mudd 416
4:30 p.m. "
Lecture: "Supermassive Stars and Seyfert Galaxies" with Roger Ptack , professor of
Astronomy and Physics, Bowling Green University—Mudd 311
7:30 p.m.
One-Man Performance by Al Eaton , actor , teacher and director: "The Life and Times
of Martin Luther King, Jr. "—Lorimer Chapel
* Performing Arts Production with Yury Beiov , artist-in-residence—Cellar Theater ,
8 p.m.
Runnals

Colby's International Club held its
annual "International Extravaganza "
two weeks ago in Robert 's Loft.
A dinner started off the evening.
Traditional foods from various countries including France, India , Italy,
Japan , and Spain were featured in a
buffet. Many of the foods were made
by Colby's international students.
After the dinner , some of the international students performed for the
guests. Varonique Vallerie of France,
Agnes Devesa also of France , Claire
Roulleous another French student, and
Anna Sandstrom of the United States
performed a French Can-Can. Sandstrom later danced a hula , from her
home state, Hawaii.
Mari Sakamoto of Japan , and Padmika Blok of Sri Lanka played "Cannon in D" by Pachelbel together on the

Friday, May 3
.
7, 9:15 p.m. * Stu-A Film: "The Karate Kid"—Lovejoy 100
8 p.m.
* Performing Arts Production with Yury Belov , artist-in-residence—Cellar Theater ,
Runnals
8 p.m.
Flute Recital with Amey Travis, class of 1985—Lorimer Chapel
Saturday, May 4
7, 9:15 p.m. * Stu-A Film: "The Karate Kid"—Lovejoy 100
8 p.m.
* Performing Arts Production with Yury Belov, artist-in-residence—Cellar Theater ,
Runnals
8 p.m.
Spring Concert with the Colby Eight and the Colbyettes—location to be announced.

U.S. Department of Transportation KbvM
Gtxnci)
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Sunday , May 5
'
* Performing Arts Production with Yury Belov , artist-in-residence—Cellar Theater ,
8 p.m.
Runnals.
8 p.m.
* Concert with the Colby Community Symphony Orchestra. Works by Handel , Mozart ,
Faure, and Copeland will be performed. Admission is free for students and $3 .00 for
others—Lorimer Chapel

piano. Sakamoto also played a traditional Japanese piece, "Fantasy of
Sakura Sakura. "
Padmika Blok and Niley Shrestha ,
both from Nepal, did traditional
dances from th eir respective
homelands.
Kofi Berchie , a student at
Westbrook College, did traditional
dances of two African trib.es—the
Adowa dance of the Ashantis,..and a
Ga celebration dance.
Finally, Alex Wu , a Chinese studen t,
presented a slide show of Peking and
of Chinese painting. He also
demonstrated his calligraphy talent.
The guests were friends of International Club members. Senior Marc
Mongiello commented: "It was really
an ambitious and exciting evening of
entertainment to delight many senses. "
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Monday , May 6
6:30 p.m.
Film: "Marianne and Julianne ," in conjunction with the "Women in Film " Series—
Lovejoy 100
8 p.m.
Lecture with Gregory Amenoff , painter from New York City speaking on his works—
Given Auditorium
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Art Exhibitions
Student Art Show—Museum of Art , Monday through Saturday 10-12, 1-4:30, and Sunday 2-4:30.
* Admission charged
J
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DRINKING AND DRIVING
CAN KILL A FRIENDSHIP

"
'
ES
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BY
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Commons Ha p penings

Loveiov Commons

Wednesday , May8 - "Ice Cream
Smorgasbord"

Chaplin and Johnson
Commons

Wednesday , May 8 - "Heros
Celebration "

Mary Low Commons

Saturday , May 4 - "London Broil
Bu ffet "
Wednesday, May 8 - "Create a Crepe"

The Whitney-Thursday — Saturday ,
5:30-7:30
Rolls and Butter
House Salad
Prime Rib or Coquille Saint Colby or Chicken Cliasseur
Baked Potato or Rice Pilaf
$4.00 Residential Students

"' . ' ¦- -

$5.00 All others , faculty and staff

Appeiizers, beverag es, and' f ancy deserts, available at an extra charge. Call x3382 for reservations before 1:00 pm . Please indicate
your meal choice. This student run enterprise is your place for f ine dining at Colby.
"There is no greater thing under the sun than to eat, drinj c and be merry. "

•

Did y ou know that...

All calories f rom protein (ex. fish , steak) are just as "fattening " as calo ries from carbohydrates (breads ,
potatoes), fat (butter), or alcohol (wine , beer). It Is the total number of calories In (foo d) and the total number
of calories out (act ivity, exercise) that decide which way the scal e ti ps.
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by John Collins

Brickbat

Editorial

Looking back
The sprin g semes ter is almos t over , and with just one more

edition of tht Echo to go, we felt it was a good time to take
stock of the opinions expressed in this column during that time.
We may have missed some issues which deserved attention ,
and we may have given too much attention to others. So you
be the judg e as we recall the editorials of the spring of 1985.
Enough
Twice we sai d " enough" to the gigantic student government
system and asked for simplification in our first issue. So far
some proposals have been passed to reduce the sheer numbers
of ele cte d off icia ls , but just last week the Board said no to
reducing the number of Board of Governors meetings;
Nooks and Crannies
We suggested that special care be given to the naming of
buildings, rooms , and other parts of campus. It may be human
nature for people to give money only when they get special attention, but at least the naming of the student center can be
based on more meaningful criteria from the perspective of the
students. Perhaps the decision should be made by the students.
Dangerous debate
The debate over student evaluations was especially important during the semester. The faculty reached a compromise
t o kee p t he f orms bu t th e evalua t ions mus t b e t hemselves
evaluated for biases by departmental chairpersons. It is good
t ha t evalua t ions wil l con t inue t o play an important role in
tenure decisions. Teachers may be frustrated in believing the
evalua t ions aren 't based entirely on the amount taught , but
so too are students often frustrated when they believe grades
aren 't entirely based on the amount learned.
Room draw ridiculous
Ear ly on we sai d th e room draw sy st em was t oo complica ted
and unfair... predictions are no longer necessary.
Disasterous
The Reagan Guaranteed Student Loan proposal seemed, and
s t il l seems , very dangerous to the future of
American minds.
T h e Human side
We a pplau ded Se ymour Hersh , a pulitzer prize winning journalis t f or his concern f or th e h uman cos t s and morali ty in
forei gn policy .
No mono p oly
Stu-A Films is not the only source of cultural life on campus, we said just a few weeks ago. But there exists an excellent
opportunity for that organization to change with demand and
perhaps offer something which is even more cultural.
Miscellany
We also t alke d a bou t Jan plans , the funding of Stu-A campaigns, t he successf ul S prin g Carnival , Seilers , an d of course ,
t he f an tas t ic baske tball season which brou gh t f ans t o their f ee t
unlike ever before .

life fflo% £tip
The Colby Echo , founded in 1877 , is
published weekly on Thursdays except dueing vacations and exam periods , by (li e
students of Colby College. The views ?)cpressed are not necessar ily those of the student body, faculty or administration , nor
are views expressed in letters or commentaries necessarily those of the Echo,
Office hours
Mon. -Tucs. 1-4 p.m. and by chance or
appointment. Phone at 872-3348.
Board of Directors
Kathy Colbert
Carla Thompson
, Bradford Fay
Joshua Shapiro
Bill Kules
Earl Smith , Advisor
Edlto rs-ln-Chlcf
Bradford Fay
Joshua Shapiro
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News Editor
Features Editor
Arts Editor
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,. Dave Scannell
Karen Buckle y
Mar y Boston

Sports Editors

Bob Aube
Tim Bonang
Paul Moonc y
Laura Brown
1^010 Editors
Beth Healy
pmt Assistant
Deb Gassner
Layout Editor
Tina Zabriskie
Layout Assistant
Katie Maloncy
Business Manager
Bill Kules
Production Mana ger
Carol Dunn
. . , . John Hnberstock
\4 Manager
\a Sales
Gina Cornacchio
Chris Parker
\$ Design Mana ger . . . Dorisann Weber
M Design
Lisa Maria
Circulation Mana ger . ,\.Elliot Kolodny
Amy Dleakn ey
Typists
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pft „y D'Agostino
Ellen Galambos
Katie Hollander
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As many readers may know, next Thursday, May 9, will be the final
publication date of the Echo for this academic year. If there 's any
topic you wish to comment on in a letter please remember that next
week is your last chance. We would appreciate hearing your opinions.
Remember to have letters in the Echo office by Monday, May 6.

Getting in her last word
a target of (his) feeble fingerpointing social classifications. "
That 's pretty impressive word usage,
Attention: This is the LAST col- but what does it really mean? Why
umn I will be writing for the 1984-85 not just say, "Mind your own
business, Joe," or ''I beg to differ ,
academic year.
"Last " is a funny word . When Baker ," instead of worrying about
you think of "last, " you think of the erudite utilization of multifailure , like being the last one to syllabic tautologies? I mean, if I
finish or being last in line. But if could find all those different intersomething "lasts," it means it has pretations of the word "last," thi n k
the ability to survive, for.example of all the trouble you'd get into with
and
traditions or your favorite pair of "massmindedmorality "
Levis. "Last" in the sense of "last ' ' f e e b l e f i n g e r p o i n column I will be writing for the tingsocialclassifications. " It seems to
1984-85 academic year" means the me if you're going to have the last
final one, .the end of the line, we'll word , you better choose it carefully.
"Last chance"
take the check please when you have
a minute. The word "last" is also inI have this friend who recently
corporated into a lot of figures of realized that she needed another
speech...
season of Phys. Ed to fulfill her re"Last week"
quirements for graduation. So she
In last week's Echo, Suzanne C. joined the Woodsmen's team, got up
Swain found Joe Baker 's at 6:00 two mornings a week for
"schizophrenic , mass minded several weeks, and travelled to UMO
morality a quaint attempt at ethics," to log roll , bucksaw and firebuild.
and wished h e wo uldn 't "make her I've even-heard of people who have

Wendy Lap ham

pl ay ed golf ,

jogged around the
school during senior week , or set up
chairs
for
commencement
ceremonies to get the needed gym
credits. These poor souls are really
utilizing the phrase "last chance."
Will this institution truly refuse to
give a diploma to someone who
doesn't take Yoga , Maine Woods '
Skills or Individualized Conditioning? I think that would definitely be
the last straw as far as I' m
concerned .
"Last minute "
I've been affectionately called
"Last Minute .Lapham " for some
time now, and it 's a tradition my
family has proudly carried out since
migrating to the New World. I
believe strongly in planning ahead ,
I just never do it. I guess you could
say I'm one of those people who
never misses the movie, but always
gets there after they 've turn ed out all
the lights and it 's almost impossible
LAPHAM
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God-given dut y to help Contras
Bob MacDonald
Seek truth from f acts.
-Deng Xiaoping
If you believe for one moment that
the government of Nicaragu a is
legitimate and poses no threat to
U.S. national security then let me
quickly dispel this illusion. Let's
begin with a quick , objective history
of the current Nicara guan
government.
The Sandinista Front for National
Liberation (FSLN) was only one of
several groups which worked to overthrow Somoza. Followin g the
popular uprising, the. Sandinistas ,
under the auspices of their Havanatrained leadership, dispensed with all
elections and seized total control of
the government.
Still , it is interesting to note that
at the outset of their rule, the Sandinistas promised free and equal
elections, the maintenance of a
pluralist economy, recognition for
human rights , a non-aligned foreign
policy, and a free press,
Acting out of what they saw as
good intentions by the . Sandinistas ,
countries like the U.S. and organizations like the OAS voted aid and
conditionall y recognized the
legitimacy of the new Nicaraguan

government. Unfortunately-, these
promises turned out to be cleverly
deceptive camouflage for a different
and larger Sandinista intention.
While Carter and other Western
allies were blinded by these,promises
of good faith , the Sandinistas moved quickly to establish a totalitarian
police state along Cuban lines.
As far as freedom of the press is
concerned , it is a far cry from what
was promised. Today most
Nicaraguan newspapers are directly
in the hands of the government. The
one opposition newspaper "La Prensa," which provided the unifying
moral resolve in the original fight
against Somoza, has been censored
repeatedly.
On one notable occasion , the
governmen t refused to allow a picture of El Salvadorians voting in
their general elections, In the word s
of Marxist junta member Thomas
Borge, "It is.counterrevoliitionary to
criticize the government. "
Well , then let us analyze what has
happened to the Sandinista commitment to ma intain a free and
pluralistic economy? Moderate ju nta members Alfonso Robela and
Violetta Chammarra have resigned
in frustration and disgust, Former
leaders and herbs of the revolution ,
like Eden Pastora "Commandante

Zero," Alfredo Cesur, and Angara
Cruz , currently lead opposition
forces in Costa Rica and Honduras.
As far as a free market economy
is concerned , let's set the record
straight.
A recent COSEP report (COSEP
is a private sector organization in
Nicaragua) detailed how Sandinistas
are using their monopoly of power
to change Nicaragua into the same
kind of police state that currently exists in Cuba.
Religious freedom simply does not
exist in Nicaragua. The Sandinista
regime is both racist and anti-semitic.
AH ' religious activities are strictly
controlled and regulated around the
confines of the government-created
•'Peoples Church" where attendance
is now approximately zero ".
Synagogues have been burned or expropriated for Sandinista use and
most of the once sizable Jewish community has fled the country,
Hold on you say! I don t care
what happens within Nicaragua as
long as the government is popularly
supported and does not try to export
its policies, c,g, the "Fullbright Doctrine. "
The fact of the matter is that the
Nicaraguan people do not view the
Sandinistas as their legitimate
MACDONALD
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End of
year
ram blings
Mark Viden
Right now, my mind is wandering.
I just can't seem to concentrate on a
single issue. Thus, instead of discussing the defeat of Reagan 's Nicaraguan
objective, I am going to just ramble.
The people at Stu-A films are acting
pretty ridiculously. What right do they
have to demand that dorms bar VCR
usage during the weekends? They
should specialize in cult and "art "
films.i thini the attendence would be
much better.
Speaking of films, Woody Allen's
The Purple Rose of Cairo is a must see.
It is the first time since Annie Hall that
Allen has actually made a funny film.
And I am sorry to say , professional
wrestling sucks. I just can't understand
the thrill of watching a staged sports
event with idiots like Mr. T screaming,
"I pity da fool. "
And whatever became of Samantha
Smith? You know , that obnoxious
12-year-old- girl from Maine who
thought she could solve relations between the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. The
last thing I heard she is starring in a
sitcom. Isn 't that just like a capitalist:
she sells out for money for the first
chance she gets.
Getting b ack to Maine , The Morn ing Sentinel has to be the worst paper
ever. They probably think a Pulitzer
is headed their way with their constant
(and annoying) coverage of the Keyes
Dilemma. There must be more to write
about than that. Like the newest gimmick to raise money . Marvel Comics
is getting some science fiction writers
together , tossing in Stephen King, and
coming up with a comic book about
superstar mutants , called "The Xmen. " It sounds almost as interesting
as Echo editorials.
And those "tents " on the tables in
the dining halls are getting
monotonous. I still read them , though.
Just like the "personals. " My shortterm goal is to be mentioned in a personal. That, and surviving Professor
Weissberg 's class, And whatever
became of Kissinger? I can 't picture
him enjoying teaching those brats at
Georgetown. Maybe he is planning
something big,, like a reunion. A" Nixon Administration Just-for-the-Hellof-it Reunion " in Laos or Cambodia.
WMHB could give away free tickets
to this historic get-together to the first
caller. Of course, this in itself would
be a problem. I suppose if no one ever
called you could give them to Dean
Seitzenger, Lord knows she needs a
break from the turbulence at Colby—
and who can think of a more relaxing
resort country than Cambodia.
Mark Viden, 'titf , is a reg u lar
Echo columnist.

Third Floor

Letters to the Editor
Song simply
a satire
To the Editors:
Last Sunday night a group of us got
together in the Heights to videotape a
take-off of USA for AFRICA'S "We
Are the World. " Dubbing our version
"We Are the Commons," a version
which I wrote for the Gin Pup and his
production, the song was recorded with
the help and participation of over fifty students. We worked hard (the entire project was put together in less
than 72 hours) and had fun. My reason
for writing this letter is to clarify the
idea I had in mind when I was playing
song-writer.
I'll begin by stating what the lyrics
were hot. They were NOT in any way
a mockery of the original USA for
AFRICA song, which I personally
think is a very moving gesture for a
most deserving cause. They were also

MacDonald

Continued from page 6
government. A . 1981 poll revealed
that 65 percent of the Nicaraguan
populace opposed Sandinista rule.
In response to this poll the Sandinistas , quite understandably,
"¦Banned all unofficial polling." Still
U.S. News and World Report claims
that a recent secret poll taken by the
Sandinista regime, revealed that a
mere 17 percent of the populace approve of the Sandinistas' Marxist objections.
How then , you ask, does one explain the Sandinistas' overwhelming
victory in the past election. First of
all, the elections came five years after
they were initially promised , and the
ultimate winner was a former bank
robber . During the. campaign, the
Sandinistas exercised complete control over the media. Professional
thugs were used to break up opposition meetings and intimidate voters ,
and opposition candidates were subject to arbitrary arrest and imprisonment for up to six months without
being charged or given a right to
appeal.
Now we-eome to the difficult question as to what the formulation of
U.S. policy towards the Sandinistas
should now be. First of all ,
Nicaragua is not a non-aligned country . It supports Soviet action in
Afghanistan and routinely follows its
master in the U.N., e.g. the shooting
down of KaI0O7 . The Sandinistas
now have approximately 100,000
men un der arms. They have, and
con t inue t o receive , massive
shipments of Soviet arms. They are
supported by 10,000 Cuban troops ,
and ot her mili t ar y contin gents from
such friendl y an d revere d
democracies as Libya , Nor th Korea ,
and the PLO.
The Sandinista claim that this is a

NOT an attack on individuals in the
Colby community, administration ", or
otherwise. I am well acquainted with
both Mike Heel and Robin Vendetti ,
the students mentioned in these lyrics,
and while I apologize for ' not consulting them in the use of their names,
I hope they realize that the song was
not meant to criticize or humiliate
them , either personally or in their
public involvement in Colby life. I had
hoped to have been laughing with Mike
and Robin , not at them .
Finally, the lyrics were NOT an attack on the Commons System per se.
I applaud the system especially in its
attempt to incorporate student voice in
college politics (One note to the Administration: Please listen to this voice
and to the concerned expressions of
our faculty and staff)- I had envisioned a group of students satirizing our
own involvement in Commons life; I
hope others like Tom Claytor , Cici
Bevin , Katie Webster and Mike Heel,
Perrin Boyd and other students ,
"leaders," and otherwise, had as much

fun not-taking-ourselves-too-seriously
as I did.
OK, so why did I re-write the song?
Perhaps to capitalize (pardon the expression) on students' enthusiasm ,
perhaps to relieve some frustrations ,
perhaps to poke fun - probably just
to help out a friend who asked for my
lyrical contribution. I hope that no one
has been offended or hurt in any way
by this satirization. And I hope too
that when/if you might see the
videotape, you will be able to view it
in the light I had intended . Thank you.

purely defensive buildup is so
ridiculous that only a true Orwellian
could actually believe it. Honduras ,
which borders Nicaragua to the
north , has only 16,000 men under
arms and Costa Rica, which borders
Nicaragua to the south , has no army at all. The buildup is obviously
not a response to U.S. action. The
Sandinistas began their buildup in
1979, a full two and one half years
before the contras took up arms
against them.
The U.S. gave the Sandinistas
more aid in the first six months after
they seized it than Somoza got during his 20 year reign. U.S. relief aid
was 20 times greater than SovietCuban aid and while the Soviets sent
a token 30 tons of food , the U.S. was
sending 250 tons a day .
The Sandinista reply to these
Carter Administration overtures of
good will was to invite Cuban
soldiers into Nicaragua and to refuse
U.S. offers of Peace Corps
volunteers . The Sandinistas openly
proclaim themselves MarxistLeninist, and also proclaim that they
will spread their revolution beyond

their borders. Beyond their borders
means places like Honduras and El
Paso.
Without a doubt the Sandinistas *
pose a threat to the security of every
nation in the vicinity, and ultimately to the security of the United
States. In the Sandinistas' attack ,
their neighbors with their Soviet
arsenal, the refugee influx into the
southwestern United States will
make the 1980 influx of Cubans in
to Miami look like a cookout on
Johnson Pond.
The U.S. is obligated under the
Rio Treaty and the OAS Charter to
protect developing democracies like
El Salvador and Honduras from the
Sandinista threat. President Reagan
should move quickly, breaking off
all diplomatic relations with
Nicaragua continuing to urge Congress to support the contras.

Continued from page 6

have to do, haunting the dorm and
leaning in your friends ' rooms saying "Hi. What 's up?" , walking to
the Pub to buy gum , writing letters
t o everyone y ou know , taking up
knitting, crosswor d p uzzles , or watching dust settle, rea d in g an y
unassigned material such as the Meat
Book , old yearbooks or your wallet?
If you do any or all of these things
when you have a major paper or test
the nex t day, don 't worry . You 're
not the first , and you definitely
won 't be the last.
"Last, but not least "

Lapham

to find a seat in the dark. Because
of this, I get really irritated at those
people who hand in papers days
before they 're due , or make little
s t u dy schedu les or log ex t ra hours in
the Geo lab dropping acid on rocks.
I'm sure I' m not the only one who's
procrastinated their way through college. To identify youself as a hard
core procrastinator , look for t hese
symptoms: Do you " fin d y ourse l f
cleaning your room at strange hours,
making long lists of all the things you

Sincerely,
M. Jane Powers '86

Comic strip
inappropriate
Dear Mr. Collins,
I could not allow your comic strip
from last week's Echo to go by

without comment.
In this strip you cleverly drew upon
the obvious disturbance to the
members of the Waterville Community by our Spring Carnival fi reworks
display. Yet , the joke exceeded the
boundaries of proper judgement when
you depicted the final scene in
"Sergeant Nardeau 's" office. This
type of attitude towards the surrounding community, in which we as
students are mostl y guests ,
perpetuates the hideousness of ColbyWaterville discrimination. As a journalist , you affect the minds of many
readers. With this influence comes the
responsibility of representing a certain
ethic, that derived from intellectual
enlightenment—tolerance of cultures
foreign to us.
Please keep in mind for future contributions the nature of your satire
and the theme of your message.
Eric Zolov '87

serve the Sandinistas than the Contras. They simply switched one
authoritarian regime for another .
Like the song says "Meet the new
boss, same as the old boss. "
Most of them are Campesinos
(peasants), Mishito Indians, or small
farmers whose lands have been
taken. Many of the contras fought
against Somoza only to see their
revolution betrayed. Today they
look to the U.S. as the . one nation
that can help them win back their
country. If we fail to accept our role
in this world as the protector of the
free and democratic who then will
accept it? Our country was founded
on the principle that human beings
have a right to be governed by consent. Therefore people like the
freedom fighters in Nicaragua have
a God given right to fight against
tyranny . Just as we have a God given
duty to help them .

Did you know that less than 250
of the 30,000 were members of
Somoza 's National Guard ? In fact
Bob MacDonald, '87, is a leader oj
half of Somoza 's Guard and half of
the
College Republicans and a regular
his bureaucracy never left their posiEcho
columnist.
tions. As a result more Somocistas

With my last breath , I wanted to

save t he b est for last an d, realizing

this is the last stop, take my last
chance to say something really
lasting.
Thankyouf orreadingmycolumnan dforallyournicecommentsandt h a n k you m o m a n d d a d f orsendingmoneywhenlneededtypingpaperandthankstotheEchoeditorsandtheirfamiliesandremembertokeepscratchingthesurfaceloveWendy.
Wendy Lapham , '86, is a regular
Echo columnist

by Line

by Paul Mooney
It is shaping up to be the most important week of the New England
lacrosse season, and because of matchups among several of the top teams
in Division III , the ECAC playoff
selection committee has postponed until Monday its announcemen t of the
four-team tournament field.
For Colby, this means the entire
season boils down to Saturday 's
meeting with New England College at
Crafts Field. The outcome should
determine the fourth and final playoff
spot, and Mule coach Bob Ewell
couldn't be happier.
"We couldn 't ask for a better situation ," he said. "We're not one of the
traditional powers, so they (the ECAC
committee) tend to overlook us. But
here we have an ideal chance to prove
ourselves. New England is undefeated ,
ranked number five, and they 're coming up here. We have a chance to control our own«destiny ."
While Saturday 's game matches the
numbers five and six teams in New
England , the winner will have the inside edge on a playoff berth because
the fourth-ranked team, Bowdoin , has
announced it will be unable to compete
in the tournament because of final exams. In addition , it is unlikely that the
committee would select the Polar Bears
over an 8-1 Colby team that won the
two schools' only head-to-head clash ,
5-4, early in the season .
Should the Mules defeat New
England and claim the fourth playoff

spot,
they will most likely play
at number one seed Springfield in the
first round of the tournament next
Wednesday . The other opening round
game will probably pit Amherst against
Middlebury as the second and third
seeds .

Colby moved into position to contend for the playoff berth with victories
last week over Connecticut College and
Lowell.
In Saturday's 10-1 defeat of Connecticut on the road , the Mules displayed
their best defense of the year, losing the

shutout only in the closing minutes of
the game. Connecticut's top scorer,
Dave Shore, who had tallied 40 points
in 7 games, was held scoreless against
Colby, mostly due to the defensive effort of Dave Resnicoff.
Offensively , Gus Wilmerding ac-

counted for five of the Mules' goals,
and Mark Burke added two.
"We tried to work on ball control,"
said Ewell after the game. "We wanted
to control the tempo, so we didn't go
to the cage too much."
"The key, though ," Ewell went on
to say, " was the defense. Doug Parker
played an excellent game in goal, and
as a team we played solidly. Connecticut has a losing record , but they're
always known for a .potent offense ,
and we stopped them."
It was a different story Monday
against Lowell, as Colby gave up a
season-high total of goals. The offense
provided the victory, led by Mark
Burke's four-goal outburst. George
Brownell added three goals and two
assists, and six additional Mules beat
Chief's goalie Joe McMahon to raise
Colby's record to 7-1.
"Lowell gave us some real problem," said Ewell. "We weren't as
sharp as we should have been, and ,
despite their record, they are a good
team. They play one of the toughest
schedules in New England , including
BC and Holy Cross, and sometimes
they just don 't get up for easy games."
Lowell attackman Mike Parody paced the Chiefs with six goals, and were
it not for the play of Tom Claytor on
the face offs, the game would have
been further in doubt.
"Every time they 'd score, he'd win
the face off and we'd answer. It was
the key to the game for us," Ewell said.
The Mules won 17 out of 19 face offs
overall.

It stayed that way until the Bates'
seventh. Andy Carman began the
rally with a single, and the Bobcats
proceeded to load the bases on a
walk and a bunt single. Schlapak tied
the score with a two-run single to
center, and after an error loaded the
bases again , Bonollo drove one over
the head of Cronin in right field for
the game winner.
Dennis Gromelski , who fired 3 ZA

innings of four-hit ball , picked up
the win for Bates. Rich Meu ller , the
third of four Colby hurlers , got the
loss.
Bates picked up right where they
had left off in the opener with three
runs in the first inning of the second
game and never looked back . Colby
got two back in the top of the third
on a Stu Babb double. But the Bobcats answered with two more in the

bottom of the inning, the second
coming on a double steal.
An Arsenault double and a single
by Jim Kaufman cut the margin to
5-3, before Bates locked it up with
single runs in the fourth and fifth ,
and three more in the sixth. Colby's
final run came on a seventh-inning
h omerun by Kaufma n, who had
three hits in the game.
John Anderson went the distance

on the mound for the Bobcats, while
Chi p Kispert was the loser.
Colby, now 8-16 overall and 2-3
in CBB play, was back in action
yesterday against Curry, before
traveling to Connecticut for games
this weekend at Trinity and
Wesleyan. Bates , 9-7 and 2-0 in the
CBB, will visit Coombs Field on
May 11 in Colby 's final home game
of the year.

by Bob Auue
Colby broke open a tight game with
a four-run fifth inning and a three-run
sixth , and went on to defeat CBB rival
Bowdoin last Wednesday, J5-8. The
win enabled the Mules to take the
season series from the Polar Bears, 2-1 .
The White Mules took the lead
quickly in the first inning, scoring twice
on only one hit. A single, an error , and
a hit batsman loaded the bases for
Jamie Arsenault. After a wild pitch
scored one runner and advanced the
others, he hit a sacrifice fly to make
it 2-0.
Joe Kelly gave the Polar Bears a
brief lead in the bottom of the third

when he drilled a bases-loaded double
to left-center off eventual winning
hurler Dennis Foley. But Colby pushed across an unearned run in the fourth
on Ernie Sander 's sacrifice fly.

Nickerson with the tying run and sent
Charest to the showers. But reliever
Brendan Diffley fared no better. He
immediately threw a wild pitch , scori ng Burr, and two runners crossed the
plate on a single by Chip Kispert and
an error.

After the Mules picked up a single
run in the top of the seventh for an
11-5 lead , Bowdoin threathened,to get
back into the game in the bottom of
the inning. Consecutive triples by Burton and Kelly and an error cut the lead
to 11-7 and knocked Foley out o'f the
game. But reliever Keith O'Leary
managed to work his way out of a
bases-loaded jam , allowing only one
more run to score.
Colby then iced the game with a run
in the eighth and three in the ninth for
the final margin. Vin Emery and Rich
Meuller held of f t he Polar Bear b at s
the rest of t he way , each pitching a
scoreless inning of relief.

ECHO photo by Alan Crowell

The men's lacrosse team downed Connecticut College and Lowell last week, but must w ait anothe r
week for the ECAC selection committee to announce its four-team playoff field.

Mules drop doubleheader to Bates
by Bob Aube
Bates completed a come-frombehind effort with three runs in the
bottom of the seventh inning of
game one, then led all the way in the
nightcap enroute to sweeping an 8-7,
10-4, doubleheader from Colby on
Tuesday.
The sweep puts Bates in the
driver 's seat as far as CBB title hopes
are concerned. The Bobcats can
clinch the championship with two
wins i n th eir remai ni ng four games
against Colby and Bowdoin. The
b est t he White Mules can h ope for
now is a three-way tie for top
honors.
The way things started off in the
op ener on Tuesday , it looked as if
it was going to be Colby's day. The
Mules used a walk , a wild pitch , and
an RBI-single by Don Cronin to take
a 1-0 lead in the first inning, then got
two more in the third on Jamie
Arsenault's double and on a Mike
Burr single. •
Colby knocked out Bates starter
Jay Spinale, with two in the fourth
innin g for a 5-0 advantage. Joey
Marcoux, who was four-for-four on
t he day , doubled and scored on a
single by Matt Nickerson, Nickersori
stole second and came around on a
basehit by John Collins, Meanwhile, Colby southpaw Jim
Gill was breezing along, allowing only two hits over the first three and
two-thirds innings. But with two outs
in the bottom of the fourth , the
Bates rally began. Eric Schlapak
drove in the first run with a single,
and Bob Price sent home another
with a double. Brian Bonollo then
delivered both Schlapak and Price
with a single, cutting the Colby lead
to 5-4
The White Mules stretched the
lead back to three runs in the fifth
inning on Doug Scalise's two-out,
two-run triple. But the Bobcats continued to chip away. They fashioned a run in the bottom of the fifth
from a basehit , a walk, and an error
to make the score 7-5.

Colby down s Polar Bears in slugfest
Bowdoin regained the lead in the
bottom of the fourth when, after an error on Rich Fennell 's fly ball allowed
him to reach third , F«nnell scored on
a double by John Rabasco,
The lead was shortlived , however.
Ray Charest came on to pitch to start
the fifth inning, and was immediately
racked for long doubles by Matt
Nickerson and Mike Burr. Walks tb;
Ben Lowry and Arsenault forced in

The Polar Bears got one b ack in th e
bottom of the inning when a two-out
error allowed Dave Burton , who had
been hit by a pitch , to score. But Colby built a five-run cushion in the sixth
when Don Cronin hit a rock et over
c ent er f ielder Burt on's head for a tworun triple, t h en scored on a Kispert
double.

Softb all splits with UMO , Salem
by Dedc Galvin
The Colby softball team faced its
toughest competition of the season on
Monday against UMO and last Friday
(against Salem State) and came away
with one win and one loss against each .
The win over Salem State, which is
ran ked twelth nationally in Division
III, could give Colby a ranki ng in New
England. The win against UMO gave
the opponents their first loss in the
state since 1983. Colby hadn 't beat
UMO since 1980. .
In Monday 's doubleheader, the Colby team won the first game 3-1, scoring all of its wins on singles by Beth
McSorlcy, Ellen Meigs , and Kris

Johnson in the second inning. Carol
Simon, who is now 10-0 on the season,
took the win for Colby. In the second
game, Colby lost by a score of 5-1 with
Beth McSorley on the mound. Pam
Hoyt and Beth McSorley were the
repeat hitters in that game.

Against Salem State, Beth McSorlcy
took both the 4-1 win and the 5-1 loss
for Colby, allowing only five and four
hits respectively in the two games.
Repeat hitters in the first game were
Beth Staples with two singles and Kris
Johnson with a single and a double.
Other important g«mcs for Colby
were their two wins in a doubleheader

against USM on Saturday April 20.
Colby came from behind in both
gomes , winning the first by a score of
9-7 in 8 innings and the second by a
score of 8-7.

Carol Simon took both wins for Colby, pitching two and one-third innings
in the first and all seven in the second
game, It was an important win for Colby since the team hadn 't beat USM
since the first of a doubleheader in
1983.
With two games left to go in the
regu lar season, Colby has a 15-3
record , alread y two games better than
the previous Colby record of . 13 wins

(in the 1984 season). In addition, the
team set a new record of 13 consecutive
wins and is the first Colby squad ever
to shut out the same team twice. They
clobbered Husson College in a
doubleheader by scores of 17*0 and
13-0.
On Saturday Colby hosts the NIAC
tournament as the number one ran ked team. At 10 a.m. Colby will play
Bates, at noon Smith plays Wheaton ,
and at 2 p.m. the two wlnncrs.wlll play
for the championship) Colby Is looking forward to this weekend' s games ,
and hopes to win the whole tournament', somethin g that they have hot
done in recent years.
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An unidentified Colby player and a Lowell player look on as a Colby shot eludes the Lowell netminder
during the Mules' 14-10 win on Monday.

Rugby t h ir d at Bab son
by Kevin Mead
From out of the rubbish of broken
slide rulers, Colby Rugby emerged victorious Saturday crushing MIT 3-0 en
route to a spectacular third place showing in the Third Annual Babson College Invitational Rugby Tournament.
After destroying the Boston school,
Colby fell to the University of Vermont
19-12, yet gained third place in the
Tournament by default against
Amherst, who were quoted as saying
"Colby is too good for us, and besides
we're too tired to play."
"MIT recruited me for Rugby, but
I didn 't think they have the reputation
Colby has," said Co-captain Phil
"Where's the bus" Desimone after
nailing a winning 3 point penalty bout
to lead Colby in the victory over MIT ,
and adding 8 points in the loss against
UVM.
"MIT was my safety school ," commented Co-Captain Rich "Wandering
Tepee'.' Mac Neille in an exclusive interview with the Echo, "and UVM
doesn't promise a job after graduation
like Colby does."
Lead by a 4 point goal from the
combined talents and good looks of
scrummie Mike "Scarface " Allen, and
scrum half John "Jeannie " Prorok ,
the Moose played what Mrs. Murphy,
team mother and mother of back standout Peter "Side-sticker" Murphy,
said was "their toughest game to
date. "
MacNeille lead the All Mayflower
Hill Scrummies Kevin "Let's play
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50,000people
will be
saved from
colorectal
caiicer this
year.Youcan
save one.

Save yourself! Colorectal
cancer is the second leading
cause of cancer deaths after
lung cancer. If you're over SO,
you should take the simple,
easy slide test of your stool
eveiyyesar.
The Stool Blood Test kit
is chemically treated to detect
hidden blood'in the stool.
Other tests for colorectal
cancer you should talk to your
doctor about: digital rectal exam (after40) , and the procto
test (after 50). Tell him of any
family history of colitis,
polyps, and any change in
your bowel habits, which
could be a'enncer warning
signal, .
The American Cancer
Society 'wants you to know.
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COLBY

ab r h bi
Bonollo 3b
Nickerson ss
4 1 2 0
Campbell cf
Babb 2b
4 0 12
Mrowka If
Lowry 3b
4 0 10
Carmen c
Cronin rf
4 0 0 0
Simourian dh
Arsenault 1b
3 1 2 0
Schlapak 1b
Kispert p-dh
3 0 10
Price ss
Boyd c
3 0 0 0
Segal 1b
Kaufman If
3 2 3 2
Barnes 2b
Stetson cf
3 0 10
Rozen rf
Totals
Totals
31 4 11 4
Colby
002 1O0 1 — 4
Bates
302 113 x —10
E — Bates 1, Colby 4. DP — Bates 1. LOB — Bates 9, Colby 6. 2B —
Carmen,Kaufman,Babb,Arsenault. 3B — Mrowka. HR — Kaufman. SF —
Price. S — Simourian, Barnes. SB — Bonollo, Rozen. WP — Kispert 2,
. O'Leary. PB — Boyd.
IP H R ER BB SO
Bates
Anderson (W)
7 11 4 4 0 0
Colby
Kispert (L)
5 7 8 5 6 3
O'Leary
1 1 2
2 2 1

M
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COLBY

ab r h bi
Bonollo 3b
Nickerson ss
5 1 1 1
Campbell cf
Collins 2b
3 1 1 0
Mrowka If
Lowry 3b
3 1 0 0
Hickey rf
Cronin rf
3 0 11
Rozen rf
Arsenault 1b
4 1 1 1
Carman c
•
Burr dh
2 1 2 1
Simourian dh
Sander If
3 0 0 0
Barnes pr
Marcoux c
4 2 4 0
Segal 1b
Scalise cf
3 0 12
Garrison 1b
Schlapak 2b
Price ss
Totals
Totals
30 7 10 6
Colby
102 220 0 - 7
Bates
000 410 3 - 8
E — Colby 3. LOB — Colby 11,Bates 11.2B — Marcoux,Campbell, Price.
S — Sander, Scalise. SB — Nickerson, Collins 2, Cronin. WP — Splnale,
Gromelski,Gill. PB — Marcoux.
IP H R ER BB SO
Bates
Spinale
3'/. 7 5 5 2 1
Gromelski (W)
3V. 4 2 2 3 3
Colby
Gill
3Vi 5 5 5 3 1
•
Vi 1 1 0 1 1
Emery
Meuller (L)
Wi 3 3 3 1 1
Kispert
0 2 0 0 0 0-

Jamie "throw me the ball" Stahl,
Chris "Where's Laurie" Parker, and
Rick "2 minutes" Bernard in a great
defensive game.
Colby travels to UVM this Saturday
to avenge the dubious loss, but will
return to Colby's Runnels Field on
Saturday, May 11 at noon to squash
Bates College in the final game of the
season.
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again " Mead , Brad "Coach"
Whitaker, Tris "Limp" Korten , Paul
"I made the A-team " Gallant, Jeff "I
didn't score" Flinn, Tom "Nice Haircut " McCallum, Joe "Mr. Spa "
Weinberger, to new heights and showed the throngs of fans "how its done.''
Murphy lead the All Cotter's Lawn
Backs, Punkey Bruce "Too Tall"
Hickey, Chuck "Head O' Fog" Devin,

BOWDOIN

ab r h bi
Nickerson ss
Burton cf
3 3 2 0
Babb dh
1 1 0 0
Kelly If
5 1 3 3
Burr dh
3 1 2 0 Aldrich rf-1b-p
5 10 0
Kaufman dh
0 1 0 0 McCarthy 1bc
4 0 0 0
Lowry 3b
3 3 2 1 Fennell dh
5 10 0
Arsenault 1b
4 3 2 4 Welch ss
5 0 10
Cronin rf
4 1 2 3 Bernstein pr
0 0 0 0
Soalise rf
0 0 0 0 Rabasco 3b
4 1 3 1
Kispert cf
5 2 2 2 Haskell 2b
3 1 1 0
Marcoux c
5 0 0 0 Krauhelis c
2 0 0 0
Sander If
3 0 1 1
Norman rf
2 0 0 0
Collins 2b
3 1 1 1
Totals
37 15 14 12 Totals
38 8 10 4
Colby
200 143 113 — 15
Bowdoin
003 110 300 — 8
E — Bowdoin 5, Colby2. DP — Colby 1. LOB — Bowdoin 11,Colby 11.
2B — Kelly, Rabasco, Nickerson, Sander,Burr 2, Kispert. 3B — Burton, Kelly, Cronin. S— Haskell, Collins, Babb. SF — Arsenault, Sander. SB—
Arsenault,Cronin, Kispert.
IP H R ER BB SO
Colby
Foley (W)
6 8 8 5 1 1
O'Leary
1 0
0 0 3 2
Emery
1 0 0 0 0 1
Meuller
1 2
0 0 1 1
Bowdoin
Fitz
4 2 3 0 1 5
Charest (L)
0 2 4 3 2 0
Dlffley
3 7 4 1 1 1
Hovvley
1 1 2
2 3 1
Aldrich
1 2 2 1 2 1
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DAVID MATHIEU CO.,Inc .
Auto Body Shop
Allen St. Wa terville
Behind the College Ave. car wash

872-5518

Colby Dancers show exceptional talent

by Mary Boston
The Colby Dancers' spring concert
"Audiopoems" was a creative, entertaining and, at times, bizarre collection
of original works. The talent exhibited
by the students , both in the
choreography and in the performance
was exceptional.
'Happy
Birthday
Johanny
Boy,"choreographed and performed
by Colby Dancers director Christina
Mitchell-Wentzel , was an interesting
and playful tribute tb the music of
Bach. The brightly lit set included a
skeleton of Bach seated in the comer
with a cello, and balloons scattered
across the floor.
The skeleton actually became a
character in the dance, as Wentzel
seemed to be dancing for him. The
dance became humorous as the music
continued and Wentzel became
playfully exasperated with peforming
for him.
The second piece, called "Punar
Janam ," was choreographed by
Veronique Vallerie and perform ed by
Janetha Benson, Marianne Campbell,
Maura Murphy, Mariane Palmer and
Kristen Shea. This eerie and
primordial-like dance was enhanced by
a dark set, with a web-like structure
hanging in the middle. The dancers, The Colby Dancers prepare for their spring concert "Audiopoems," performed in Strider Theater last
dressed in slippery-looking costumes weekend.
with webs concealing their faces , mov- Tom Valinote. This piece was concern- tributed to the tone of confusion con- formed a mime skit by Samuel Beckett
veyed by the dance. The lighting called "Act Without Words ," directed
ed from primal to more advanced ed with different levels of reality and
changed when Valinote, the stranger, by Eric Binnie. This humorous skit also
movements, becoming entangled and perception , as the group of three
entered which suggested different levels • had profound resonances about human
separated, suggesting the cycle of life. women dancers worked together and
of reality. The music, by Yaz, consisted existence. Wentzel is the lone character
"The Waiting Room " was were observed intermittently by the
of voices that had been overdubbed , on stage, who, when alerted by an offchoreographed by Maura Murphy and staring stranger unable to comprehend
creating a confused and illogical effect. stage whistle, is made aware of the
performed by Marianne Campbell, their actions.
After an intermission, Wentzel per- various things around her. The stage
Beth Harrison , Anna Sandstrom and
Both the lighting and music con-

For Gilroy , the beat goes on
by Debbie Fisher
During Spring Break , when most
Colby students were busy tanning
themselves, sleeping, or watching
videos, Beth Gilroy, vice-president of
the Colby Band , was off the beaten
track at the Intercollegiate Band Conference. About 100 studen ts from 20
New England schools joined together
for the event. The conference is an annual event sponsored by various New
England schools. This year the concert
was hosted by 'M. I.T.
Gilroy, a sophomore and clarinet
player for the Colby Band and Colby
Community Symphony Orchestra, was
recommended for the conference by
Colby Band director Adrian Lo. She
and senior Brian Morin , a trombone

player, were selected to represent Colby. Morin , however, injured his jaw
during Spring Break and was unable
to attend.
Gilroy said that they "rehearsed a
lot" and that "there was not much free
time. " On Saturday, the three, twohour rehearsals were intermingled with
lectures concerned with various areas
of music. One entitled "Computer and
the Band Director" was given by Lo,
accompanied by a computer
presentation.
On Sunday, the concert was held in
Kresge Auditorium at M.I.T. One of
the pieces, entitled "Medieval Suite "
by Ron Nelson , was begun and finished with a Gregorian chant , which the
whole band sang. The band was

directed by Eugene Corporon from the
University of Michigan, who Gilroy
said was "really good and dynamic. "
Gilroy has been playing the clarinet
since eighth grade. She also plays the
piano and sings in the Colby Chorale.
This past winter she took trombone
lessons and practiced in the informal
band sessions during January. • •
Gilroy says that she wants to keep
active in the field of music. "Music is
an important part of me." Gilroy will
be president of the band next year and
she greatly supports the band. She said
that the 30 members have become a
more solid and prominent group this
year, under the direction of Lo.
Overall, she thinks "the band is a great
experience."

Tuxedo Junction, the Colbyettes, and Colby Eight performed last Thursday night In the Height's.
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is bare at first , but gradually a tree, a
pair of scissors, a pitcher, some boxes
and some rope are lowered onto the
set. Most of the skit revolves around
Wentzel's playful antics with .each of
the objects, such as trying to grab the
pitcher which is continually yanked
•just out of her reach. _ '
The skit takes a serious twist 'at the
end when the tree loses its leaves and
becomes a gallows, the rope becomes
entangled into a noose and the scissors
suggest the idea of suicide. However,
even suicide becomes impossible, as
each of the objects are raised off the
stage as abruptly as they, appeared.
"I Down , 5 Across " was
choreographed by Anna Sandstrom
and performed by Janetha Benson,
Kristin Burns , Marianne Campbell ,
Melissa Paul and Veronique Vallerie.
The music of Laurie Anderson provided an appealing basis for this piece and
Sandstrom was inventive in the creation of the moves.
The last piece,"Fulcrum," was
choreographed by Jehane Zakher and
performed by Daniel Allegretti, Beth
Harrison , Maura Murphy and Anna
Sandstrom. Danced to the music of
Herbie Hancock , the performers really looked like they were having fun as
they paired off , using the weight of
each other's bodies to perform various
moves.
Though the Colby Dancers have
been a larger organization in the past,
the smaller numbers certainly haven 't
affected the level of talent.
"Audiopoems" was inventive, creative
and entertaining.
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Record rev iew

Vicio us Vinyl

Tears f or Fears
talen ted, honest

the effort to do so primarily because
I liked the first album , and also
because at least three of my friends
own it and play it frequently: I have
come to like it a great deal after hearing it so often. Most will find that it
cannot be appreciated with just one
listening.
Scott: To be blunt, I don 't particularly care for synthesizer-pop. At
first I thought Songs from the Big
Chair was no more than a metaphor
for the analyst 's couch, and maybe
these folks are nothing more than a
Heidi: Tears for Fears is a fourmusical attempt at some kind of radio
member band whose main strength lies
talk show ,type pop psychology. Yet,
in the vocalists and songwriters Curt
on a second listening, the album held
Smith and Roland Orbazal. They chose
a bit more than j ust whining, weeping
the name Tears for Fears because they
trash
believe that crying is a form of
The group does show musical abilitherapeutic release. Just from knowty
beyond the synthesizer range, such
ing this, you can safely expect to hear
as
interesting, though not innovative,
a lot of emotional expression.
guitar
work, an excellent saxophone
I feel that their music combines well from
Mel
Collins (featured on some
with the lyrics, and is helpful in presen- earlier King
Crimson albums), and one
feeling
ting their beliefs. Although the
song
called
"I
Believe" which could be
is syntho-pop, numerous real in- a ballad played
in some smoky bar on
struments were used to create the the south
side
of
a city. The album is
music. The blend is good, but perhaps okay,
a
cut
above
the normal synthotoo perfect. The effect is pleasant, yet schlock
drivel,
yet
doesn
't excite me to
subtle. This is unfortunatebecause one the point
of
raves.
Tears
for Fears is
unalbum
cannot really appreciate the
better than Spandau Ballet, different
I
made
times.
it
a
few
til one has heard
from Depeche Mode, as well as a bit
They even seem to be writing from more interesting musically, yet it lacks
real, honest feelings . One example is the raw expressiveness that usually
from the song "Shout," one of the makes an album worth a great deal to
more popular cuts from the album. me.
Opening with the refrain "Shout,
We both seem to agree that the
shout, let it out, these are the things album is decent. Some of you may like
I can do without ," the song moves on it better than others. Anyone will have
to say, "In violent times, you shouldn't to give it a lengthy listen before aphave to sell your soul , in black and preciating it. The music is pleasant, but
white, they really ought to know. often lacks a certain aggressive energy.
Those one track minds..." Basically I Possibly, Songs from the Big Chair
find honest sensitivity combined with was a little over-produced. We recoma healthy bit of wake-up-and-face-the- mend checking it out, but we don 't
world mentality.
promise that it will appeal to everyone.

: by Heidi Cool and Scott Blair
• It was bound to happen. This week
; the two of us have had a bit of difficulty in agreeing on the music. Songs
from the Big Chair is the follow-up
' album by Tears for Fears to their 1983
release The Hurting . If you listen to
WMHB , you are probably familiar
with this band. If not , you may still
have noticed a few songs on the airways, such as "Everybody Wants to
Rule the World" from the new album.
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- (Across from-Webbers Steak House)
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Dave ' s Barbersho p
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Complete Line of U.S. & Foreign Parts

465-7963
873-0677

Symphony Orchestra to play
The "Lincoln Portrait ," which will
be narra ted by Douglas Archibald,
dean of faculty and vice president for
academic affairs, was written in 1942.
Sunday's performance will be a tribute
to Colby President Emeritus J. Seelye
Bixler , who died at age 90 on March
28. Copland completed "Lincoln Portrait " the same year that Bixler became
Aaron Copland's "Lincoln Portrait ," a work that interweaves music
and narrative in a tribute to Abraham
Lincoln , will be featured at a concert
of the Colby Community Symphony
Orchestra conducted by Jonathan
Hallstrom this Sunday.

|
v
W

of orchestral color and rhythmic
energy in preparation of the comedy
An attempt to link the patriotism of of the story to follow.
World War II to the concert hall,
Copland' s work combines tragic
Handel's Concerto Grosso, Op. 3,
thematic material with lighter folksy No. 5, which exemplifies the diversity
sections, including part of "Springfield of styles and textures evident in
Mountain " and "Camptown Races." Handel' s works , will also be
The speaking voice, which joins the performed.
music halfway through the piece,
quotes lines from Lincoln 's speeches.
Pelleas and Melisande Suite, Op. 80,
by
Gabriel Faure, complements the
Other compositions on the porgram
will include Mozart 's overture to one other selections of the evening. An
of his most celebrated operas , "The essay in subtlety of orchestral color and
Marriage of Figaro." This short and dramatic statement, the Suite was comatypical overture uses no themes from misioned in 1898 for the first apthe opera itself but includes outbursts pearance in English of the play.
Colby's 16th president.

The worldiswaiting.
Be an exchangestudent

SM'n

all seaso ns s ports
f-

Tuxedo Junction, the Co lbyettes ,and Colby Eight perfo rmed last Thursday night in the Heights.
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Retail Sales Help Wanted for
Ogunquit Stores

N

Need employees for a craft gallery, toy store
and clothin g bouti que. Must be available
June throu gh Labor Day . Full and part time
positions available. Applicant must be outgoing, responsible and dependable. Retail
experience helpful. Please send resume and
letter to Mapl e Hill Gallery, 367 Fore St, Portl land. Maine 04101. A ttention: Chris Teseler J

Selling yo ur

bike?
Stereo?
Books?
Roommate?
Do it in t he
E cho
Classifieds!

,„
•YI ANNrS *
^ . PIZZA & PUB
l^fcJ&O .

CONGRA TULA TIONS!
r^^ ^
to the class of '85
!
r^fe
ClX ^ B EST OF-LUCK AND CONTINUED
W^
SUCCESS WITH YOUR FUTURE
•COME INTO YIAMNI'S FOR YOUR FAVO RITE
PIZZA OR CALL US, WE DELIVER!!

-Elm Plaza

873-2593-
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HELP! HELP! HELP! Need to do some research al
UMO Friday. Saturday or Sunday? I'm in desperate
need of a ride. Please call Deb.exl. 3064 or Box 697.
Thank you kindly Colby Community.

Announcents
There will be a meeting for all Juniors and Firsi
Semester Seniors regarding Scholarship and
Fellowship opportunites on May 8 at 4:30 p.m. in
Lovejoy 212. Program advisors will be on hand to
answer questions':

Service s
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Write your own professional resume with easy to
follow line by line instruction form. $5.00 each
(ck/MO) to Secretary, 13 Old Landing Rd„ Durham,
¦
NH 03824.

Wanted
Moving? Can you tell me about your 2 bedroom
heated apartment before it becomes vacant? Call
873-4336 after 3 p.m.

Help W anted
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Persona ls
Janet—
I still don't know what to do. but once I do it. il will
be done,so Ishould jusl lake a deep breath and say
"Lei's do it again real soon...", righl? Advise me.
please!
Your friend, the clueless one
Limited Edition—Unlimited potential.
Ultimate man-warm, loving.tender.~a.ticulate wilh a
modicum ol wit .and an excess of passion seeks the
ultimate woman who will exceed my expectations fo
the joy we can bring each other.

^M

Greenpeace seeks committed articulate individuals
to represent our work on wildlife,toxic waste, acid
rain,disarmament and ocean ecology in Ihe Portland
area this summer. Hours 2:30 • 9:30 p.m. Will train.
Salary and commission $150-3200 a week. Call Jell
or Nancy afler 10:00 a.m. 7730564
College Graduates of 1985 interested in teaching,
learning and study skills , travel to schools and colleges throughout the U.S. Strong Liberal Arts
background, creative, independent, car needed, start
mid-August. Training with salary, send resume to P.O.
Box 439. Greenwich . CT 06S30

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ALLYSON!!!
Legal at last!

Love T
Kim:
Isn't it nice to know you have the power?
To the Jitney DriverAre plans made at the Pub for real or just part of the
joke?
The Pub Passenger

Wanted: Mature, responsible individual(s) lor babysitting next year on campus. Looking (or someone
9:30-10:30 a.m. Mondays. Wednesdays ,and Fridays
and 1:30-2:45 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays. II interested, please call Brent . Jill and Brad Harris at
872-8811 or drop a line to Box 1498.
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Miss Denapoli,
No one has ever completed 4 majors ! At least narrow it down to two. I'd like to see my roomie once
and a while.
M
Q: What do Bumby Banana's, (uzzy pickles, money
and men mean to you?
A: College Inn, Room 3.
Nell & Amy—
You're the best!
.
' ¦¦¦
' . Love, Neen
~~
~ ~
:
'
Bucky—
I hope you had a nice weekend.
Love, Your Fiance
To the Heights 3rd floor!
Miss ya guys. Come down and visit weird-man
sometime.
Love, the Complainer
Dith, (i.e. Jan)
Even if we did have the slumber party you wouldn't
have woken up! A tittle thirsty at 6:45 a.m.?

AEC—
,
.
I was home—Where were you?
—Your lonely roommate
Women at Colby cannot expect change to come from
the Administration;-afterall, Euslis spelled backwards
'
is "Sit Sue."
—T.C.T.
Thank God for the Commons System. Otherwise we'd
have to direct our energies toward something really
important , like divesting in South Africa .
Nell—Listen to what Bear says! You reign as SFQ!
Or do you?
Nell—
"What am I going to do?"
. .
"I know , I know."
¦"What am I going to do?"

. Elm Tree Market & Deli .

^

Will D.
So you had your "here and now" Monday-Morning.
Now it's my turn. Beware! Cynics love the sweet
taste of revenge. After those words of wisdom what
am I?—A cynic idealist or an idealist cynic.
Bill G —
"Le temps decouvre la verite."
—Filosofia
Cohoes—go for it! You know what I mean.
Your beer-buddy Sat nite!
J—Are you still playing war witlrTim? Is he "crazy
for you"
Your loving roommate
Une night my friend Steph saw a mouse
While cleaning in the coffeehouse
. She screamed and it dove
'
Down the pan in the stove
'
(Remember this the next time you drink a cup of their
cof fee.)
Good luck to the Awesome Women 's J.V. Lacrosse
Team against Colby Sawyer. Go sick on Saturday.
Doodles—
I know you're not used to getting to know somebody
before the action strikes, so maybe Apollo is good
for you, Gust another of his many qualities). Go for
it, after Dick you deserve a nice guy!
P.S. You are pixie cute!! When are we transfering?
To tne Trustees,
Thanks anyway but I've reserved a room at the Holiday Inn for next year.
Bill.
Nice hair color,did that result from a change in sexual preference?
Kenzo: When is that party you promised us?
You need how many lobsters?
To the Princess:
I know that the production will be a huge success,
especially with your splendor and the Prince's
"teeth." Break a leg, kid—better yet, break both legs!
(you know what I mean!)
Love, Kale
P.S. And a slightly early "Happy Birthday," toobeing a legal adult can be fun... !
Perry,
Hot damn, girl, you did it! Now on to May 6 and Ihe
end of the love affair with Gene...
An admiring typist
(sections 1 and 2) '
To the Cast ol Turandot:
What a great collection of royalty, eunichs,slavegirls,
and court ministers—the production can hardly fail
with such a fine cast! Good luck with the show,
Folks—I'll see you alfopening night!
A loyal Fan
(Carl Bernstein)
Happy almost-Birthday, Mike!
Kathy
To whom it may concern: stop being so righteous!
Chrissy
Let's go wild in Dana next year! After all . our lives
do not revolve around a quad in the Heights.
To the owner of Box 1644,
Trianks for a great time at the movies. What are you
doing this Saturday? Call me Thursday night.
P.S. Did you check your mailbox today?
Shut-up Block head,
When we talk about Rugby we'll get back to you.
Keary,
I'd be wary of men who define style as wearing
orange and black ruff le Tuxedos
Smile Beth! It's gonna be a belta' 'daay for you 'n
mee!
¦
Guess Who?

* Hours 7 Days a Week ^
k»

I

Deliveries To 3 A.M.

Pizzas • Dell Items • Steaks • Subs

J

1

1

Homemade Soup and Entrees Dally • Homemade Plea & Bakery Items • Full Time Chef
and Baker • Full Selectio n ol Grocery and Specialty Items • (Haagen-Dazs Ice Cream - I
I
Srvappel All Natural Soda)
I
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Amanda.
Let' s do some more ol that while powder ,
Yours truely, Tin
Boopsie once loved a mouse
who lived in the colleehouse
when he was aboul
Boopsie cried out
"Sloopy he 's nol a louse!"
To my lirst lloor buddyFlnger-run-abillly is dellnalely.koy ! Whal more could
we ever ask lor anywayl
Kristin (Flight Deck)
I hear you are siarting a walch collection, then again,
you wouldn't fteed lo keep limo In Alrica:
Much love.Tin
Sue, like playing cards?
7if.. 18...62...38...
Rack 'em , only 2 more games. Go Slzk

_____

.

Nearly therel

G/P.
Love ,Pete

LO-

'

'

t think you took the Spring Ring a ¦
.little bit loo
seriously!!
'
XOX Helen
___ ^
~
Al—
None could handle it as well as you ! Remember I
always want \o listen—especially alter all I put you
through. I know it may seem hard to believe, but
"things can only get better!" Love you.
Suz
__
To whom it may concern:
People are people
so why should it be
you and I should get along so awfully?
—dance much?—
My one and only roomie :
I'll miss you next year but [ must go back to my
homeland. No more green banana's, surprise trips
to Bates or enjoying the state ol our room. Two mce
games—go wild.
love .J
, .
Hey Coach Anderson: ,
I'll try to make practice more often, but 2:00 a.m. bio
labs interlere. Hiya. Hiya.

¦

•

—M

Bob (Killer) and Dymbo—I take back all I've sa;d
about you guys not being too disimilar to a large
smokestack (understand)? I'm so sorrf A thousand
pardons upon my poor unworthy head. I'll never offend you thai way again. Am I lorgiven?
—Your part-time roommate in the dark
r
CLF—Rod.
RUEZ?
See. you did get a classified. And if UREZ you may
jusl gel another one. (Can I watch your T.V.?)
—Pizza Man's Roommate
Missing: one pair ol Blue Calvin Klein underwear
To a .Certain Government Professor- '
Didn't your mother eve r tell you. not to wear colored
underwear under white pants?
To KS in'Dana 208—
What do you mean it 's not a vegetable?
—Guess who
Weebs—
As much as I love the column, please find something
else to scratch next year . OK?
— Mu|
Charmaine:
Lesbian orgies in the afternoon? Now I know why you
broke off the engagement.
—Your powder partner
Marian:
How do your mambos feel? Mine can't lake much
more ol those ultraviolet tays!.. .
—Dana 107
To my favorite idealist of First floor—
Iguess the last minute cramming and late-night pizza runs paid oil. Good job on the tesl.
—The cynic
P.S. I hope you realize that I have just successlully
avoided all sarcasm. Believe me—il was very dilficu"
Pete (Mountain Man)—
Screams in the night can be caused by MANY Ihings.
but racoons? That's a new one. I'm still speculating,
and Ingrid is still under suspicion... JUST JOKING!
Don't gel all hot under the collar. (My apologies to
Bing)
Susan
Women Ruggers:
Let's make il 4 wins this weekend. We 're beller than
any Ivy League school!
Ruthless—
I know it's been rocky lately, but you're slill the besl
one I've got. BELIEVE ITI Sorry II I've been dillicull.
Bear with me.
—New Yorker
Colby:
Divesl before you have another Columbia on your
hands.
Happy Birthday to you, Ktmberly!
love, Lisa
To the Crealure Irom Dana Lagoon:
Watch oul for Ihe Attack of the Gianl Embryos!
Tihe Boogyman
II S.C.S. had been as atliculate In her campaign do
you think she could have added Ihe minds ol the campus to vole lor her, purely oul ol contusion? •
''
BrettHey boy-don't lei il get lo you. Us wierdos have lo
slick together. Wierdos ol the world unite! Wo have
nothing lo lose but our minds—(II may be loo late...)
Hey Baby-Food Woman—
3rd base of Ihe baseball field! Was il lun??? Do
you still believe there 's a difference between baby
food nnd normal? Isn't normal jusl stale? It all gels
soil eventually anyway.
S & R
_
II SS. had won Social Life Chair, would she have
hired str ippers for all ol us al every campus function?
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Attn. We want the "Ladies" sign back.
—Lenox Hotel Management
Hunter , Are those Fruit of the Loom or BVD's.
Love—the women of Averill
What...Swiss style not up lo par. Oh, I forgot ...the kind
in margarine containers!
GOODNIGHT Keary...
Hey Chiquitas—Here 's to the Finders ol |_ost Loves
as posilive ego reinforcement !
Gotta love that tan jumpsuit. Perleot for those casual
morning strolls.
Release—think there 's a new career for you as a Go
Go Dancer.
To Ihe fantastic man in the Meteor jacket. Wow ! I'm
.infatuated wilh you. From the girl with Ihe siring tied
around her ankle.
I'll f— you silly II you give me a skitchwitch.

Falan—
You were great. Where didyou learn lhal lechnique?
—The Microphone
Jen—
Who nexl?
_ —your neighbors
Neen— •
Blow him oil !
NSA
NN
Go away!
"
—Me
;
'"
<
Marie—
Buddy, where did you go? We need you back this
weekend!
—XOX Us
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